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S T A T E UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Noted American Writer Consents to Make a
Stop in Garden City While on
His Western Tour
^ According to a wire received this
Imbruing by Professor Cox of the Eng
lish department, the students of the
faniversity and townspeople will have
Ifflie privilege of hearing Sherwood An
derson, noted American novelist, lec
ture here Saturday, January 30. The
talk will be given in the University
auditorium a t S o’clock.
Lecturing at Washington
Mr. Anderson has been lecturing
a t the University of Washington the
past week on “America as a store
house of vitality,” and the same sub
ject vrill be given here.
' The Dial award for the best con
tribution to American literature for
1922 was awarded the author for his
novel, “Many Marriages.” His most
noted contributions are: “Mid-Amer
ican Chants,” “Winesburg, Ohio,”
'“Poor Whites,” “The Triumph of the
Egg,” “Many Marriages” and “Horses
and men.” The University library
has copies of all these. “Dark lau g h 
ter,” a recently published novel, has
gpeen pronounced by critics as his
g re a te s t work.
Stuart Sherman Criticizes
p Stuart P. Sherman, in the literary
magazine of the New York Tribune,

says of Anderson: “I rather think
it is an allotropic form of the re
ligious spirit that appeals to me in
him. It is something inward, close to
his heart, regulating his other pow
ers, and giving edge and intensity to
his perception. . . .”
“. . . Externalized, this central
passion signally flames forth in his
white hot zeal for eraftsmansl(ip.
That is one g ift . . .
“Another is th at.h e possesses the
idiom of American colloquial speech
beyond most living writers. . . .
“Another gift is that he is a n at
ural born story teller, who has-scorn
fully rejected standardized tricks and
formulas and has steadily perfected
and subtilized bis a rt and devoted
it to expressing secret crises in the
mind and in the feelings which only
a delicate and subtle a rt can explore.
He is tremendously American and
glad of it. . . •
“. . . Finally, Sherwood Anderson
is or has been a mystic—a genuine
mystic. . . . Time after time he has
caught and reported fragments of
spiritual meaning beneath our strug
gle—more or less stolidly, more or
less handsomely, refined and con
cealed—our struggle for existence.”

WALLACE BRENNAN
TO TALK ON ORIENT

PLAN
ANNUAL SIUNI NIGHT

| Wallace Brennan, graduate of the
ptchbol of Journalism, will give a
^lecture a t the regular meeting of the
[P ress club Wednesday evening,
February 3. The meeting will sta rt
a t 7:30, and Brennan’s talk will be
preceeded by a short business ses
sion.
Brennan, who graduated from the
Journalism' school in 1924, has recent
ly returned from a tour of the Orient
and his lecture will be taken from the
habits and customs of the Asiatic!
people. During his stay abroad he
snapped hundreds of photographs and
t made extensive notes on all his
travels. The photographs will l>e
^displayed during the lecture.
During the busiuess meeting prefeeding the lecture
plans
for
the annual get-together meeting be
tween the Press club and the Forestry
dub will be discussed. The joint
meeting idea was adopted last year
and declared so successful that offi
cials of both organizations wish to
i make the affair a tradition.

Campus organizations have already
begun work on their acts for Varsity
Vodvil, annual organization stunt
night, which will be given a t either
the Wilma or Liberty theatres March
0, according to word received from
several organizations.
.Two silver trophy cups are p re 
sented each year by ASUM to the
group giving the best two acts. An
elimination program is held the eve
ning preceeding the presentation night
and the acts which are approved apnear 1n Varsity Vodvil.
A meeting of the Central board
will be held this afternoon and the
appointment of a manager for this
year’s show will probably be dis
cussed.

SPANISH STUDENTS
TO GIVE PROGRAM

“Tacna-Arica” will be the topic for
discussion a t the regular meeting of
I the Spanish club in room 205 of Main
Original Painting hall Wednesday night. Discussion
I will be led by II. Iloosier, with MarIgaret Mullane and Dorothy Peckham
Work of contemporary American I as critics.
a rtists will be exhibited in the Uni
Following the discussion, Patti
versity Fine Arts studio or the Duncan, Eva Hewitt and Irene
Forestry building, about the fifteenth Ilaigh will give recitations. W. J.
of February. The exhibit, sent out McCormick will' sing a Spanish song,
by the American Federation of Arts, and Helen Terry and Elsie Eminger
contains more than 25 original oil will give the dance “La Jota Arapaintings by some of the foremost gonesa.” A pluylet, “The Auction,”
American artists, according to P ro I directed by Myrtle Dunks and char
fessor Riedell, head pf the Art de acterized by Dorothy Tipton, Thom
partment.
as Johnson, Caroline Wickes, Jane
All of the paintings in the collection Holmes and Louise Lilly, will con
were on exhibit at the National clude the program.
Academy of Design during the last
winter season. Individual pictures PLANS ARE COMPLETED
vary in value up to $3,500, and are
FOR SOUTH HALL DANCE;
said to be works of great merit.
WILL BE STAGED FEB. 6
Among others, is a canvas, by Edward
ltedfield, one of the leading modern
Plans for the South hall quarterl;
landscape painters.
I dance were completed ut a meeting
The display is to be sent here from of the social committee of the South
Utah as the next stop in the national hall club Monday night.
tour. A small charge will be made
Frank Tierney will be in charge of
-of all visitors in order to defray the the programs; Evans Innes, music;
shipping charges.
Francis McKelvey, decorations; Rodr
ney Zachary, chaperones. The dance
will be held February 6 in Uie dining
JOURNALISM STUDENT
GRANTED SHORT LEAVE
room of South hall. The dance will
TO EDIT STATE PAPER be formal for women.

Fine Arts to Show

Wesley Staudachler, of Libby, a PREXY CLAPP ADDRESSES
student in the Schopl of Journalism,
KALISPELL BUSINESS MEN
1ms obtained a leave of absence from
the University for two weeks. Dur- j.
ing his leave, he will edit the Chester j “The Natural Recources of Mon
Reporter, a weekly paper printed in j tana and the P art Schools and Cham
Chester, Montana.
Staudaclicr is bers of Commerce Should Take in
taking this .position while its editor,! Its Development” was the subject of
II. O. Woare, president of the Mon a talk given by President C. II. Clapp
tana state press association, is a t before the Chamber of Commerce at
tending a convention in Florida. Kalispell Saturday.
Staudacher has worked on this paper
President Clapp went to Kalispell
before, having helped in its publica-i Saturday morning by train and re
tion for a short time during the past turned the same evening on the stage.
Natalie Logan and Imogene NewKenneth MncPherson was a dinner | on were dinner guests of Grace
su est at North hall Sunday.
I liniins a t North hall Sunday.

Graduates Offered
Fellowship Awards

VOLUME XXV. NUMBER 27.

Speedy Oregon Quint Wins
Reports
TO TAKE PART j Athletic
Show Small Profits
From Grizzlies By
11 RADIO EXPERIMENT!
35 to 17 Score

Reports from E. K. Badgley,
The committee on graduate work
auditor of student organizations,
in the University is in receipt of
University Station to Go
numerous announcements from
show a net gain of more than $5
at 9:30 Friday in
different universities of the coun
for the Bub-Bobkitten game played
Radio Test
try, offering opportunities for
here last Thursday. The FroshMissoula High game played a t the
graduate study in scholarships and
high school gymnasium Friday
fellowships either for local study
or travel abroad, varying from six
KUOM, the University broadcast night netted the athletic board $7.
The reports, including the expend
hundred to one thousand dollars a ing station, will make its debut in the
itures of the Grizzlies on their
year or more, according to J. E.
international radio program a t 9:30,
Kirkwood, chairman Graduate
Friday night. At this time the sta  western trip are as follows:
Frosh-Aggie Basketball
Committee.
These fellowships tion will go on the air for a 15-min
Oregon’s crafty, smooth-working. down the floor as a unit, revealing
January 21, 1920
are available in all lines of edu ute period with vocal aud musical
machine invaded the Grizzly lair last I the form of a conference champion,
Income
cational interest.
selections given by the Music depart
night and turned out a 35-17 triumph They had the pivot down to perfec$105.00 over Montana. A stubborn defense tion. Their guards were exceptional.
Gate receipts .... __
In some cases students have no
ment.
Expenses
obligation except to devote them
International Radio weejc opened
and a speedily gliding offense, that Jo st blocked a t least a dozen tosses
G uaran tee.......... .... $75.00
selves to graduate study. In other last Sunday a t 9, mountain standard
enabled the Webfooters to get 14 that had started for the cages. WesOfficial................ ..... 10.00
cases a moderate amount of time
time, and is to continue throughout
doseups, featured the visiters’ superb tergren, although small of stature,
is required of the incumbent as
the week. American, Canadian, Cu Ticket Sellers ....... 4.00
hoop exhibition. The Grizzlies found seemed to be the fight instiller for
assistant with freshmen, or other ban and Mexican stations broadcast Placards ______ __ 6.75
difficulty in working the ball in dose, the invaders.
Advertising.... . ..... 3.36
more or less elementary college ed from 9 to 10 of the first night and
and many of their tosses fell untrue
Coyle Starts Scoring
classes.
A number of students
European stations transmitted from
by inches.
Coyle flipped a beautiful side shot
$99.11 99.11
from the State University of Mon 10 to 11.
Okerberg, Oregon’s ever-hot pivot to open. Okerberg followed rapidly
tana are now occupying positions
To Use Full Power
man, who registered 15 points, and with two from under the basket, and
$ 5.89 Jost, tall, dashing guard, easily Gunther dashed in for a third doseof this sort, not only to the satis
Gni
KUOM is to use its full assigned
faction of the departments in which •power of 500 watts in an effort to
hogged the evening’s limelight. Gun up. Montana’s guards had to change
Fifty per cent of the gate re
they are working, but to the credit
span the Atlantic. In the p ast fall
ther also showed brilliantly, scoring their tactics, and stay back. Okerberg
o f themselves and the institutions
quarter, the station had little diffi ceipts a t the Frosh-Missoula High six field goals. Coyle counted three came in for another easy one. Hob
school game netted the athletic
from which they came. There is culty in reaching the Atlantic coast
times nqd Illman twice in heading the son then snapped his only tally of the
#
no reason why an ambitious stud and it is thought by the staff th at full board $7.
Grizzly scorers. Sterling and Baney contest from the side. Again the
ent who has made a good record
power will carry the voice of Mon
displayed quite effective form against lanky Okerberg lifted one from un
Western Trip
in this university and who wishes
tana across the ocean.
a splendid offense.
derneath the* net. Gunther sunk one
Traveling Expenses of
to continue his education may not
In the opinion of A rthur II. Lynch,
Uses Five Subs
from out in front to be followed by
team
....... 11.............. $1,293.54
do so, to his full satisfaction and
editor of Radio Broadcast, “it is prob
Coach Stew art used five substi another of the Oregon center’s fa
with comparatively little outlay of able that on Friday night American Traveling Expenses of
tutes, Kelly and Kain showing nice vorites.
officials _____ ___ ___ * 853.00 flashes a t times, but throughout the
his own. Never before has there
listeners will have the opportunity
Illman converted a foul, and Kelly
•This will be refunded by the
been such a wealth of opportunity of sharing in a most unusual broad
tilt Montana was forced to assume a broke loose to toss accurately from
five home games.
for higher education and for larger
cast experiment. During the first
defensive role. Orfegon also used beyond the- free throw line. Oker
usefulness in life.
fifteen minutes of the Americas
several second stringers after the berg converted. Coyle got an easy
Attention is called to the bul transmitting period, broadcasters in I
game had been tucked away, but they one. Carney was 'Substituted for
letin board in Main Hall on which j the eastern time zone will broadcast
never got near the class of the five CoylCi Gunther hurriedly dropped a
MONTANA MEN’S TEAM
are posted notices of many of while all other North American sta
TO SHdOT RIFLE MATCH original cogs.
these scholarships. There has also tions are silent. During the second j
The Webfooters moved up and
(Continued on Page 4)
just come to hand the bulletin of ■fifteen minutes stations in the central 1
I t is expected th at the Men’s Rifle
the Institute of International 1time zone will send while all others j
team will complete its shooting in
ISTUDY TO BE MADE
Education, listing and describing are silent. During the third fifteen 1
the first stage of the Ninth Corps
the conditions of better class of minutes all the broadcasters in the \
OF TIMBER STANDS
Area match by this evening, accord
fellowships for study and research Mountain time belt will be on the air j
ing to Lieutenant II. J. LaCroix. The I
in American and European cities. while all others are silent. During
Stands of white pine timber in
team has been shooting for the past
The copy of this bulletin can be the last fifteen minute period stations
Idaho and Montana will be studied
week on the first stage of this meet,
consulted in the main library on in the Pacific time belt will send out
the results of which will be announced i
during the coming summer in an effort
application a t the loan desk.
their programs under the same con-1 in a few days. The other two stages
to ascertain whether they are exten
J. E. Kirkwood,
ditions.”
Carl Fleseh, visiting Hungarian
of this match will be held in the
Chairman Graduate Committee.
sive and valuable enough to warrant
violinist, gave the second program
latter part of February.
MISSOULA WOMEN’S CLUB
a fight against the white pine blister
of the A rtists couise last night at rust, which is destroying them, ac
HEARS ERICKSON SPEAK;
the Liberty theater. H is numbers cording to Professor D orr Skeels of
IS GUEST AT D. G. HOUSE
were well received by an appreci- of the Forestry school. Professor
Governor John E. Erickson, who
Skeels has returned from a conven
j ative and attentive audience.
addressed the Missoula Women’s club
tion a t Spokane where the question
The program lollows:
Saturday afternoon, was a dinner
was discussed and plans made.'
guest of his daughter, Ellen, at the
The United States bureau of Plant
Pietro Nnrdini—Sonata di Camera
Delta Gamma house Saturday evening.
Adagio—Allegro con fuoco—Larg Industry was represented by Stephen
Governor Erickson,speaking on the
Craig hall parlors will be the scene
Wychoff, who has charge of a branch
hetto—Allegretto grazioso.
Wednesday evening Tanans will vote
in Spokane. Forestry interests were
bn the question of affiliating with problems of “Law Enforcement and of a reunion two weeks from Wcdnes-j
II
, I represented besides the Universities
Spurs, national honorary society for the Lack of Respect for Constitutional day, between 7:30 and 10:30 p. mM (a) J. S. Bach- AraUano and, T,
Presto of Mon(aDa and Idali0.
Law,” addressed the largest gathering
sophomore women. The vote will be
for the violin alone
of the women who lived there as
I WyehofFs crews will operate in
taken a t the meeting which will be the Missoula Women’s club has had
freshmen four years ago when Craig (b) Chopin-Wilh elmj — Nocturne
plots in northern Idaho. The district
held a t 7 o'clock in the west parlor this year.
D major
forest service will send out three
hall was the only Women’s dormitory
of North hall basement.
(c) Fiorillo—Caprice
j
crews
and the University of Idaho one.
on
the
campus.
Invitations
will
be
i
The Montana organization has re
(d) Sarasate—Gipsy Song
Montana’s School of Forestry will
issued to 30 girls, the number still
ceived repeated invitations to join the
endeavor
to cooperate in a like
remaining on the campus, most of i
national group and the question has
(Continued on Page 3)
manner.
whom arc seniors.
been thoroughly discussed. Unofficial
The purpose of this meeting is to
For Week of January 26 to
word received from several members
„ T.„ _
have a general get-together before UNIVERSITY COUPLE
January 30, 1926
of Tanans indicated that the proposal
the class of ’26 is graduated this
LEAVE FOR O R IE N T l& vU M Will Feature
would be defeated, as the members
spring.
I
t
is
being
sponsored
by
feel th at the local organization is
Tuesday, January 26
f u rl E. Drngstedt, ’23, and Evelyn J
W o r ld C o u r t T a lk
characteristic of the University of
Faculty Meeting—Auditorium, Uni Ann Nilson, Joran Birk eland, Marcia
Patterson and Ileloisc Vinal, who will | Jane Gibson, ’22, were quietly married ]
*
Montana.
versity hall, 4:10 p. m.
Spurs consists of three chapters
The Colloquium—Will be postponed act ns hostesses, and it is unique in I at the St. Francis hotel in San F ran 
KUOM will feature a conversational
being, perhaps the first event of its cisco, January 23.
which are Situated in Pacific coast until February 2.
Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Dragstedt discussion of the World Court ques
Colleges and Universities.
Latin Club—Home of Prof. W. P. nature to occur on the campus. Dean
tion in its next program. This is the
Clark, 310 McLeod Avenue; 7:30 p. in. H arriet Sedmnn and Monica Burke, embarked on the S. S. President Taft
residence director of the halls, will f0l. Shanghai, China, via Honolulu, first discussion of this kind to be
FORESTERS GIVE SMOKER
Wednesday, January 2 t
broadcast by the station. Numbers
Interfraternity Council Meeting— cooperate in completing arrangements Yokuhama and Kobie, where Mr.
.
Drags ted t. will -l>e employed by the planned for Thursday, January 28, to
Dean T. C. Spaulding of the School Sigma Phi Epsilon house, 829 Ger for the reunion.
be
broadcast at 8 p. m., are as folI t is planned to spend the evening Hcnningsen produce company, Ltd.
of Forestry gave a smoker Friday ald avenue, 6 p. m.
s’
night in honor of Dr. C. A. Schenck,
Spanish Club Meeting—Discussion I geuerally in reminiscences by all the I Arnold Tschudy, a former University
»:»i.
n
^
.i
,
i
.
.
.
Soprano
solos, selected
who has been connected with the “Tacna-Arica,” H. Iloosier, M argaret iris of various events which happened I s tudcut, and his wife will accompany
Gertrude Ilassler Mithun
during
their
residence^
in
the
hall.
couple
on
their
honeymoon.
Mr.
Forestry school during the past quar Mullane, Dorothy Peckham; solo, “La
Mrs. DeLoss Smith, Accompanist
ter. Department heads of the for Palomn,” Mr. W. J. McCormick; po Refreshments and musical entertain- Drngstedt expects to stay in Shanghai
“The World Court”—Discussion by
est service and several member of ems, P atti Duncan and Eva H ew itt ment will be added features of the three years
1
_______
Professors II. M. Colvin and W. P.
the faculty attended the smoker.
Story, “El Oidor,” Irene Ilaigh; gathering.
Clark.
The Aragonese Dance, Misses Terry
REQUIREMENTS LIMIT Violin duet:
BEAR
PAW
S
NEED
and
Eminger;
one-act
play,
“Viva
el
SIGMA DELTA CHI
(a) I Would That My Love .....
SHORT
COURSE
ROLL
Remate,” direction of Myrtle Dunks.
CARS TO HANDLE
TO MEET SUNDAY
.... - ........................ ....Mendelssohn
- Thursday, January 28
VISITING
TEAMS
(b) Barcarolle
- Offenbach
Out
of
more
than
200
applications
A T HOME OF DEAN Radio Program, KUOM — “The
received by the School of Forestry Mrs. Tom Seeley and Mr.A. Kolitch
World Court,” by Professor H. M.
“We
would
like
a
little
moi
for permission to attend the annual
Grace Gwinn, Accompanist
Sigma Delta Chi, men’s national Colvin. Literary Reading, Mr. N. B.
short course, but 34 were accepted. Soprano solos, selected
professional journalism fraternity, Beck, English department. Musical operation from students who
Gertrude Ilassler Mithun
will discuss its state publicity p ro  program, Mrs. Gertrude Hassler cars,” said Chief Grizzly Jake M il- Regardless of the fact that 40^nien
Mrs. DeLoss Smith, Accompanist
arc allowed, the school accepts only
gram a t the regular meeting of the Mithun,
1IA11UUU| Mrs. Tom Seeley, M . •ler of the Bear Paws. “As it
those whom it thinks will be benefited Literary Reading by N. B. Beck of
organization scheduled for 3 o’clock j Kolisch, Miss Winifred Matthew are having a hard time taking
of the visiting teams.”
the English department of the Uni
and who come up to the required
Sunday afternoon at the home of g p,
Miller is extremely pleased
versity.
standard.
Dean A. L. Stone.
Friday, January 29
Forty per cent of the men regis- Vocal solos:
Last -fall the Montana chapter
Basketball Game—University of | the functioning of the Bear Paws
rk out tcred in the short course lye from
(a) The Star
............. Robers
adopted the plan of an active state Washington vs. State University of this year and is trying
a plan that will make the meeting and Montana. Other states represented
(b) Where the Abana Flows
wide publicity program for advertising Montana, gymnasium, 7:30 p. m.
Miss Winifred Matthews
the University. The service has been
Interfraternity Formal Dance— care of teams easier. The chief dif arc Idaho and Washington with four
ficulty is lack of funds available for each; Utah, three; California and
Mrs. DeLoss Smith, Accompanist
furnished free of charge to the various W inter Garden, 9 p. in.
and
consequently Oregon, two; Colorado, Missouri, New
papers in the state, and many com
Radio program, KUOM5—Musical transportation,
pliments have been received from program by Mrs. Josephine Pearce, students with cars must be relied on. Mexico, New York and Wisconsin, one. PICTURE ENLARGEMENTS
Tlie Bear Paws will be kept busy
editors and publishers in Montana, Mary Shope, Mrs. Kathleen Walford,
SHOULD BE CALLED FOR
whose papers use the articles, ac Mr. Chester Watson and Professor during the remainder of the basket ARTIST CANCELS CONCERT;
IMMEDIATELY, SAYS EDITOR
ball season as the majority of the
INJURY TO ARM GIVEN
cording to Woodard Dutton, president. A. H. Weisberg, 9:30 p. m.
games on the schedule will be played
AS REASON FOR ACTION
Plans for the betterm ent and en
Saturday, January 30
There are about 15 senior picture
largement of the service will be a
Sigma Kappa Dance—The Tavern, nt home.
enlargements still in th e Sfen-tinel
Mine. Olga Samaroff, pianist, who j office, according to Robert Warden,
part of the discussion.
9 p. m.
Orbeck to Teach at Columbia
was to have been the third artist to year book editor. An early disposiSigma Delta Chi will also discuss
Radio Program, KUOM—Musical
Anders Orbeck, formerly affiliated appear here in the Artists series of tion of the photographs will facilitate
the feasibility of sending a circular program, Mrs. E. A. Fitzgerald, Mr.
letter to all chapters of the frater- Donovan Worden, Miss H arriet Gnrd with the English department nt the concerts, has been obliged, through work in the office and students who
University,
will instruct graduate an accident which injured her arms, have not called for them are requested
nity in an effort to knit them closer ner, Mrs. Hazel Tietjen Forbis, Mrs.
together in the hope that g rea te r! Thult Toole, Mr. Russell Cunningham courses in English this summer at to cancel all of her engagements for to do so as soon as possible,
Columbia
University.
Mr. Orbeck is the rest of the season. Plans are
All the advertising is in on the
work may be accomplished, both by and Professor DeLoss Smith.
Professor of English nt Rochester being made to secure another a rtist Sentinel, according to Warden, and
the national organization and the
Sunday, January 31
University,
Rochester
N. Y., having to fill Mme Sam aroffs cancelled con the final p a rt of tin book will be
local units situated in colleges and
University Band Concert — High
universities throughout the United school auditorium, 5 p. m. Season left the University* of Montana in' certs. Notice will be given as soon ready for the printers in a very
ns any definite information is secured. short time.
1020.
States.
tickets $2; general admission, 75c.

Coast Conference Leaders Show Champion*
ship Form Throughout Game; Illman
and Coyle Shine for Montana

CARL FLESCH PLAYS

Craig Hall Meeting
Will Reunite Pals
of Four Years Ago

Women’s Honorary
to Vote on Question
of Joining National

CALENDAR

J

.

Anderson, Novelist, Author,
to Lecture at University
During Week-end
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A Jinx That Is Three Years
UTCLASSED in every department
of the game Stewart’s Grizzlies
bowed low* before a brilliant Oregon
offense last night and acknowledged the
third defeat on the home floor in two years,
35-17. After the first two minutes of play
there was no doubt about the outcome of
the fray—the big green basket tossers
slipping through .the Montana defense at
will and ringing up counters with start
ling accuracy. Bewildered from the start
by a short passing game that time and
again found three or four opponents criss
crossing back and forth in the shadow of
the basket, the Grizzlies had to he content
with ft makeshift offense that rarely pene
trated the Oregon guards.
With a team composed of four veterans
—three of whom are in their last campaign
—the early season showing of the Montana
squad has been a distinct disappointment.
On the road trip the Grizzlies dropped six
straight tussles—two of which were to
teams of second rate caliber. In all of the
games inability to connect with the basket
after the ball had been worked within easy
scoring distance accounted for the losses.
For three years the same jinx has hung
over Montana basketball teams. In 1923
the Grizzlies presented an air-tight de
fense, but lacked the ability to advance the
ball and this year, with a fast, well-bal
anced quintet, the same situation presents
itself.
With ten major games on the schedule
remaining to be played off the Grizzlies
still have an opportunity to redeem them
selves and wind up the season with a good
record. If Coach Stewart can dig up a
regular first string combination and elim
inate the substitutions that are necessary
in building a team, more than one cham-

0

pionship ambition may be shattered when
conference teams invade the Grizzly lair
in the future.

MONTANA

Muscle Bound

Xow comes word that “ Bed” Grange, j| He who sleeps feels not the
toothache.—Shakespeare.
heralded as the greatest football player,of IS
all time and certainly the biggest money |J
maker the game has.ever known, will re- jj
turn to college for a degree. According j||
to the Daily Mini he is so anxious to get | jf
the coveted sheepskin that he is “ willing
to postpone his career long enough to
graduate.”
Coming straight from an athlete beside I Can you beat it?
„
...
°
_
« •_ _
They’ve even installed a towel rack
whose gridiron capers the ia iij tale atl- nnd soap d2Sii by the drinking fountain
ventures of Get-Bich-Quick Wallingford in the shack to promote clean jourlook like amateur pranks, the information naiism.
is decidedly comforting.
Thanks to Lwc may be" ^ lint y0-u nevei.
** magnanimity tnc stock Quota-!SeCCupid standing around on corners
tions on “ education preferred” take an with a tin cup in his hand, selling
upward jump. Unless the Bears get into pc,,ells for 0 Uvingthe market and upset the dope there
Free Facts for Frosh
shouldn’t be SO many athletes “ selling You can always depend on the
short” in the future.
IaugIling st“ k of “
t0 dc'
.But then in this day of highly organized
____
Down in the Mouth
publicity who can tell whether Grange’s
lie kissed me and we parted,
decision can be taken as a triumph for ed
So filled with ecstasy
ucation, or just another newspaper scheme
That he fell over a- hydrant
for sand lot kids to dote oil.
And I ran into a tree.

The Human Touch for Four Dollars

Many a girl goes to a convent for
a year or two, but none of them ever
learn anything but nunsensc.

students at Cornell are | o f the gang on the tobogganing party
required to pay a special tax (in adSaturday, one complains
Of a wrenched back,
dition to the fees collected by every One a broken wrist,
normal university), the proceeds from Another a sprained ankle,
which go toward making Cornell a “ more While the rest merely remark:
“We were tobogganing, ran into
human university.”
A fence, and got hurt behind the
If a four-dollar tax would make this Country club.”
University “ more human,” it is well worth
He:
paying. The human touch is Sometimes “Through
desert sandstorms I have
hard to find here. The sycophantic ang
come,
lings of grade hunters have made self- And now before yoi^ sit.”
respecting students shun the society of She:
“Verily, my love, thou a rt
professors in any but a formal way. Indeed a man of grit.”
Bobbed of this stimulus, an assignment is
an assignment, and nothing more. There Which moves us to remark that
no grass could grow under that sheik’s
is scant incentive to go beyond the bound feet.
aries of daily requirements.
Each student is concerned with his own Lives of freshmen all remind us,
We -can do our best, by gosh;
affairs, each clique is a little world in it And
departing, leave behind us
self, for which no other world exists. Any Source themes for some other frosh,
one with a trace of individuality is a freak,
to do with a sleepy cat?
and suffers accordingly at the hands of What
Get the poor caterpillar.
those who don’t know they are just types.
In plugging along the treadmill, as the Say a prayer for Jimmy Ross, ....
pursuit of education sometimes appears to He dared to shoot the albatross.
become, it seems proper to wonder whether GRADUATE IS NOW WRITER
Something a little more human and vital
couldn’t be injected into this business of Mrs. Genevieve Murray, who re 
her degree from the School of
chasing diplomas and careers. Will four ceived
Journalism at the end of the fall
dollars buy it ?—Daily Californian.
quarter, is now living a t Spokane.

E

N T E B IN G

Mrs. Murray is writing special stories,
always tugging a t my How shall I live knowing you too descriptive features, and sketches for
must die?”
various magazines, and illustrating
some of them with pictures which
Though you abandon what you once
she has taken herself.
“The Chicken-Wagon Family.”
of
found sweet,
Author— Barry Benefield.
I shall be like a birch whose bark is
Publisher—Century.
Price—$2.00,
torn
By fingers scratching difficult, incom
Like the mind, the heart makes
Honey Oat of the Rock.
plete
cycles. One cycle, mentally labeled
By Babette Deutsch.
Confessions of an outlived love and ‘^poetic justice,” is especially dear
D. Appleton and Company, N. Y.
scorn.
to it. True, builders of novels, for the
WAIT TILL YOU SEE
Price, $1.50.
Pflst few years, have felt that in its
“Honey Out of the Rock,” Babette And though I wither near you, pa plethoric existence was a t least a
REGINALD
Dentsch’s latest book of verse, is re
tiently
half menace toward literary produc
markable for both its subject matter As any bough that any wind can tion. They thus renounced it—es
and literary value.
break,
pecially its favorite daughter—“the
The author’s great love for “A” is You will go on having as much of me happy ending.”
reflected in all of the poems in the As winter from a stricken limb can
Mind you, it was “poetic justice”
book. She has dedicated the collec
take.
who was relict. Her daughter went
tion to him, and the dedication, as
with her only ns would the dress she
well as many of the verses, shows You are my winter, as you are my wore. Now, in a novel written today,
that “A” has been her inspiration.
spring.
returns her daughter, a girl grown
“TO A.
However we pretend, this will be true. into beauty of womanhood and
“. . . For you have come to be
You are the wind that makes the “makes” the reader fall in love with
“ WHAT
To me a thousand gardens, shedding
leafage sinj
her—even though ho long has susHAPPENED TO
still
And strips the branches that it quivers pected her maternal connections,
JONES”
and still: geranium and pine and rose;
through.”
And the soft beauty of sorrow
you are the rhythms and the reso
The author has chosen a wide range I the heart of “Long Emergency” Barry
nance
of subjects, but she has treated them Benefild smiles sweetly as beloved
of sounding wood, bold brasses and all with the same soft, delicate, beau old men do and says, “Here we are;
Here’s the Comedy King in
low strings;
tiful touch that is distinctly her own. we bring you tears (perhaps foolish
the season's best and funniest
you are the mood that autumn fires At one stage of her life, when she tears), but we bring you the peace
comedy.
It will make you stand
rouse;
was inclined to be slightly depressed, of a blue spring twilight hidden in
on your ear with effervescent
you are the warmth of my walled" she wrote several poems which ever the hills.”
happiness.
Why, you’ll grin
house;
so lightly reflect her melancholy. Yet
Perhaps a review of “The Chickenso hard you simply can't baar
you are sea-sorrow and the sea-gull’s there is nothing morbid about them; | Wagon Family” written a clay
wings;
it. A mile a minute comedy
she gives you only an inkling of her more after reading would not be so
and you are in the running of my true feelings. “In Evil Weather” | Impressionistic as this tends to be
with a cosmic urge for Joy.
blood. . . .”
shows this shade of dness. It be- but the book has ju st been laid aside
Babette Deutsch has the admirable gins:
and the whimsical loveliness of it
Quality of spontaneity in all of her “Now that the sky darkens and the are still warm and close.
poetry. I t is as though she were
rain/ comes down
Perhaps the reviewer “with a so
h eobe
writing her thoughts in a diary, so And the blown leaves of July
ber morning eye” would streuuously
easily and frankly does she express Lie, yet green, in the street,
object to the “happy ending” trip
them. This characteristic is illus- I must remember windy nights gone
ping in as though the years (and her
trated by her poem, “Marriage.”
by.”
“Not any more, not ever while I, live Babette Deutsch writes in such a parentage) have not left their “middle
clawrse” upon her.
With you, shall I be single or be beautiful way, and about such lovely
Perhaps, perhaps-----whole.
ubjects, that one cannot help be
WED. TO
But on ju st' such pcrhapscs good)
A wife is one who cannot cease to lieving there are great and noble
FRI.
give
things in life. This is best illustrated novels are built and the reviewer feels
that
he
has
met
a
beloved
old
friend
Flowers of her body, and graftings by a .. few lines fjrom “Prevision,”
from her soul.
which is perhops her most beautiful -—a newspaperman—who through liv
ing the life he loves loves to live
poem:
An 8.H.0nfAth Production
I came to bud for you like a young “But oh, my swinging bell, my pearl, more of it, incongruous capers and
all.
with A lic e Joyce
tree;
my petal,
Barry Benefield has really written
And though I should not give you any My pain, my flesh, my bone that is
Malcolm McGregor and
a story about a man who watched the
fruit,
not I—
Virginia Lee Corbin
Here is one orchard where your hands How shall I bear the stranger that absorbing dance and in the end did
not
believe
that
the
beautiful
thing
make free.
you will be?
She was young and nifty, he
had been created especially for him
was fly and fifty, and they broke
Barry Benefield has really written
over the traces into headlines.
a story with a happy ending—but
was it an ending . . . ?
THE CHIMNEY CORNER
INVITES YOU
“MEET THE MISSUS”
Sunday dinner guests at the Kappa
Co-eds and Eds—
Alpha Theta house were Lenita
and
talk over your plans while enjoying one of our
Spottswood,
Vivian
Robertson,
PATHE NEWS
MALTED MILKS or ICE CREAM SODAS
Ethlyne Parsons, Alice Mapes and
Christine Lind.

REVIEWS

Books and Plays
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Montana Fight
February 2, 1918
From the beginning of basketball
history the championship hanner had
hung in the den of the Bobcat.
Never had the Grizzly been able
to invade the lair and daw the flag
of victory from the wallm
Again, the night before, the Blue
and gold had beaten back a ferocious
attack.
Once more the two foes were fight
ing on the Bozeman floor.
The flash of fleet figures glinted
under glaring lights.
A growling Grizzly had swung
into an early lead that a snarling
Bobcat was -battling to overcome.
Seven tiriics Prescott had stood
shrouded in quick breathing silence
. . . . and tossed the ball through the
clinging net . . . . for another Uni
versity point.
Seconds of. play were left and the
score was 16 to 16.
Twice more Grizzly free throws
pierced the heart of the ring before
the gun cracked.
Two hundred miles away the bell

in the tower of Main hall throbbed
joyously -in anticipation of the championsbip banner that was to hang in
the hallway below.

Fight Montana

DENNY

irae

ird

D E A D L IN E S

!

Shoes Dyed Black oj'
Brown
We Do Shoe Shining

RAINIER PARK GUESTS
GET KUOM PROGRAMS

ANDERSON I
SHOE S H O P l

Programs sent out from KUOM,
radio station, were heard by guests
at Paradise Inn, Ranter National
Park, according to a letter recently
received from the management of that
hotel. The radio equipment there
operates under extremely favorable
conditions and KUOM numbers come
in with exceptional clearness. There
is a nightly radio audience of from
50 to 150 people in the hotel.
The resort remains open during the
winter months, although the last five
miles of the trip into th e , inn have
to bo made on snow shoes. The
isolated situation of the hotel makes
the reception of radio programs es
pecially favorable.
Another notice of hearing numbers
broadcast from KUOM has come from
Johnstown Pennsylvania.

“Satisfaction Guaranteed'^?
Phone 1379 W 449 N. Higgles

For Your

|

FIRESIDE
Cakes and Pastries f
Made to your order. Our
prices are right.

McDonald - Williamson
& Company
I
BAKERY
Tel. 308

131 E. Cedar

EAT AT BOSCO’S

Grizzly Band
CONCERT

WONDER STORE AND CAFE
f Meals
GOOD ( Hot Cakes
(Waffles
312 South Higgins Avenue n j

HE KNOWS HOW

WHO?

Jake’s Tailor Shop
Cleaning
Pressing
Repairing

at

107 W. Main

High School
Auditorium
Sunday, 3 p. m., Jan. 31,1926

Phone 78

Perry Fuel Co.
Phone 4 0 0

Sixty Talented Musicians

Butte Cleaners
“ Kleaners That Klean”

ADMISSION
Season:
Children • $1.25
Adults - - $2.00

Single:
Children Adults - -

50c
75c

A. PETERSOX, Prop.
Phono 500
Auto Delivery

Miller’s Barber Shop

Something i
root.

Oh, Boy!

q u a l it y

Shoe Repairing

Today and Tomorrow
W. Somerset Maugham’s
Famous Stage Success

“The Circle”
2 Years on Broadway
A Wonderful Photoplay

and
BEAUTY PARLOR

Friday and Saturday

Under First National Bank
Phone 1740 for Appointment

WILLIAM FOX p r e u n tr

PETER B,
KTNE’S
Ohe GOLDEN
STRAIN

The WILMA

The John R. Daily Co.
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in
FRESH AND SALT MEATS
FISH, POULTRY and
OYSTERS
Packers of

DaCo
HAMS, BACON, LARD
Phonos 117-118
I I MI 3 W. Front

Montana Fight
G rizzly B and—6 5 pieces
G lee C lub

Your Party Will Be a
If You Serve

Fruit Juice Punch
We Furnish Bowl, Glasses and
Ladle FREE With Each Order

Montana Masquers—Icebound
University Players
Inter-School Athletics
Varsity Debate
The ASUM Store

Phone 252
We Deliver
MAJESTIC BOTTLING CO.

and all other
University activities

OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry
Watch Repairing a Specialty

C. L. WORKING
(Always Working)
122 N. Higgins
Phone 84-R

METROPOLE BARBER SHOP
(Basement B. & H. Jewelry Shop)
Fine Hair Cutting Is Oar Specialty
Thompson & Marlenee, Props.

Florenoo Stratton
Josephine Polgrean

Claire Beauty Shop
Florence Hotel Block Phono 1941

THE
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CARL FLE8GH PLAYS
IN A R M COURSE
(Continued L/om Page 1)
m
Paganini—Concerto
- (Cadenza of Carl Fleseh)
Edgar Coursen, Accompanist
Steinway .Piano
Carl Fleseh was bom in Hungary
in 1873. He received his musical ed
ucation a t the Vienna Conservatory,
of which he is a graduate. H e later
went to Paris, where he studied in

the Conservatory there under Starsick; to whom he says lie owes his
success. After finishing at Paris he
'went to Bucharest, Rumania, where
he taught in the National Conserv
atory for several years, later moving
from there to Amsterdam, Holland,
where ,he taught for some time. At
present he spends six months of each
year in Berlin and the other six in
the United States! P a rt of his time
in this country is spent in teaching
a t the Curtis Conservatory in Phil
adelphia, and the rest in concert
tours to various parts of the country*
A Modest Artist
More than that, he is a modest and
friendly man. When his train came
into Missoula a t 11 o’clock yesterday,
he saw Profesfcor Weisberg and Pro-

TIM C L O W E S’ A R M Y STORE
Balloon Corduroys................................................. $3.75
Balloon Blue Navy P an ts..................................... $4.50

Frank G. Swanberg
Sales Agent

244 Higgins Aye.

Phone 692 J

L. C. SMITH & BROS. TYPEWRITERS
Corona and Remington Portable Machines
All Makes Sold, Rented and Repaired

fessor Fisher in the crowd, and,
though he did not know them, he sur
mised that they were waiting for him
and waved to them before the train
stopped, After registering a t the
Florence, he immediately wished to
rehearse his concert. As he and Mr.
Weisberg and Mr. Fisher entered the
latter’s studio in the F irst National
Bank building, the a rtist remarked,
“I must eat an apple,” and drew from
his pocket a large red one, which he
ate with apparent relish. His apple
eaten, he carefully drew from its case
his violin, a Stradivarius, made in
1725, and valued at ju st a little less
than $50,000. As he began to play,
people in the building drifted toward
the sound of the music, and soon the
re a r room of Professor Fisher’s stu 
dio was full of listeners, who stood
without a sound until the musician
had played his entire concert.

ADD NEW LITERATURE
TO LIBRARY SHELVES
Re lent investigation of the new
book shelf in the library shows that
several recently published works have
been added to the collection. Some
of the additions are: “The Woman’s
Garment Workers,” by Louis Levinp,
formerly Professor of - Economics at
the University of Montana, also author
of “Labor Movement in France,” and
“The Taxttion of Mines in Montana.”
Other recent publications of note
are: “Poland,” a study in national
idealism: by Monica Gardner, “The
Mentality of Apes,” by Kohler, P ro 
fessor of Philosophy in the Univer
sity of Berlin, also “Race and National
Solidarity,” by Charles Josey, assist
a n t Professor of Psychology, D art
mouth College.

CREEKS COMPLETE
PLANS FOR FORMAL
Plans for the annual Interfrater
nity Formal to be held a t the Winter
Garden, Friday evening, January 29,
are now completed and everything is
in readiness for the affair, according
to Eddie Reeder, president of the
council. The dance is the annual
get-together of fraternity men on the
campus. All stray Greeks are cor
dially invited to attend.
There will be 16 straight dances
on the program this year, no extras.
Taxis and flowers will not be in
vogue. Novel programs as well as
several feature dances will be included
on the program. Punch will be
served
throughout the
evening.
Sheridan’s seven-piece orchestra will
furnish music for the occassion.
At the close of the dance students
will find two Interfratem ity street
cars waiting for them a t the W inter
Garden corner, which will take them
home free of charge.
The patrons and patronesses for
the dance will include Dr. and Mrs.
0. II. Clapp, D r. and Mrs. J. E.
Miller, and Mr. and Mrs. H . M. Keele.
Miss Martha MacLaughlin, of
Butte, n freshman who lived a t North
hall last quarter, has resumed her
studies here. Miss MacLaughlin had
been ill since the first of the year,
which delayed her return to school at
the beginning of the quarter.
Charles Wolverton has been refter a week’s illness.

at

Wedgwood’s Cafe

Where All the Boys Meet
FOUNTAIN
IN
CONNECTION

136 North Higgins Are.

S

KAIMIN

EAT YOUR W A FFLES

MEET ME AT

K elley9s Cigar Store
SODA

MONTANA

P o rt Washington, W is.; Russel J a c k -1
son, Rudyard; Howard Thompson,
Anaconda; Carl Ross, Great Falls;
Clarence Reed, Los Angeles, Califor
nia ; and Ernest Cloeman of James- j INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
George Bobbin, of Kalispell, visited
For information call 1788, 414
his brother W alter over the week town, New York.
Calvin Crumbaker, assistant pro
University Apts.
end.
fessor* of economics, is confined to
Virginia Dixon, instructor in .'eco his home with an attack of sciatic
nomics, is relieving Professor Crum- rheumatism.,
baker who has been ill the past week
Robert Rea of South hall is' a .
with- rheumatism.
patient a t St. Patrick’s hospital.
BARNETT OPTICAL CO.
Miss Millie Ofstedahl, a freshman
Alpha Chi Omega announces the
living a t North hall, is confined to pledging of Elsie Blair, Forsyth. • j
Specialists in Fitting Glasses
her room with a sprained ankle which
Alpha Chi Omega entertained at a All Optical Repairs Promptly Mads
she received while practicing basket sleigh ride and dance at the Orchard
ball Friday afternoon.
Homes Country club Saturday eve
129 East Cedar St.
No house meeting was held at North ning.
hall Monday evening. The meeting is
Robert and Elmer Dragstedt, for- j
postponed until Wednesday evening,! mer students of the University, left
a t which time President and Mrs. San Francisco Sunday for Los
Clapp, who will be dinner guests at Angeles, California, immediately upon
the hall, will speak to the girls.
the sailing of the S. S. President
Frank Murray, ’25, who graduated Taft on which their brother, Carl, and
from the Law School a t the end of his wife left on their honeymoon for
the fall quarter, is now teaching the Orient.
civics and general science in the Hillyard High School of Spokane, W ash
ington.
Mildred Barnes, a freshman living I
at North hall, spent the week-end at
her home in Butte.
H arry Donaldson has returned to |
school after a two week’s illness.
Dinner gucsts at Craig hall Sunday
were Miss G tr Crude But khous. Paul'ine White, M rs. Donovan Worden and
Helen M<Doi aid.
Dean Sodi
dinner guest
of Craig ball Monday evpning. After
dinner she a< dressed the girls of the
hall.
The pledges of Kappa Alpha Theta
Bowling is especially bene
entertained n honor of the active
ficial for those whose work,I
members at a dance at the Winter
keeps them confined to a [
GROCERIES
desk. Get the bowling habit j
Garden, Saturday, Janun ry 23. OrigiPhones: 53 * 54- 5 5
and keep yourself fit.
nal ifavors were prest nted to the
actives.
“A healthy pleasure”
Sigma Alpha announces the initiation of Roger Johnston and Glenn
Rogers, Missoula; Weston Mullendore,
Glendon Fritsch, Glendive; Chester
119 E. Cedar St.
Eugene, Glasgow; Donald Nelson, |
Fresh and Salt Heats, Fish,
Omaha, Nebraska; Quentin Boerncr,
Poultry and Oysters
Billiards'and Bowling

Gregg Shorthand

J

Missoula Laundry Co.

Thos. F. Farley

THE IDLE HOUR

Phone 83

Schramm-Hebard Meat Co.

£em-Rick Cigar Slor

417 North Higgins

NOTICES
LOST
Right hand fleece lined kid glove,
on or near the campus. Finder please
leave at telephone booth.
There will be a faculty meeting in
Main hall auditorium tomorrow a ft
ernoon a t 4:10.

THE VERY NEWEST IN

STATIONERY
The Best Because It Is
WHITING’S
at

All University girls living a t private I
homes under the AWS proctor sys
tem, please appoint new proctors.
All proctor reports are due at Main
hall rest room each Monday before
4 o’clock.
Marcia Patterson,
President AWS.
Interfratem ity Council meeting
tomorrow at 6 o’clock at the Sigma
Phi Epsilon house.
Eddie Reeder, Pres.

Lab
Lightning
O M E o f the men

S

at Clark Univer

All music students taking voice,
violin, dr piano will meet Friday aftermoon at 5:00 o’clock in De Loss
‘Smith's studio, room 305 Main hall.

At

his bidding the

T h e question is sometimes asked:

world’ s

single-unit trans

opportunity to exercise creative talents , or are they fo r c e d into narrow

the Lab,”

they re

former will step

grooves ?

Later, too,

current up to a

Poly

technic Institute, in
structors

made

the

And Douglas F. Miner,

largest

W here do young men g et

sity mentioned it first.

at Worcester

same comment.

Mixed Glee club will meet Wednes
day night a t 7:30 in De Loss Smith’s
studio, room 305 Main hall.

“ Doug surely lives in
marked.

D^uglas F. Mints

se co n d .

Clef club will meet tonight at 8:00
o’clock. Be there.

m illio n and a
quarter volts.

w hen they enter a large industrial organization?

H ave they

T his series o f advertisements throws lig h t on these questions . Each
advertisement takes up the record o f a college man w ho came w ith th e
W estinghouse Company w ith in the past ten years , a fte r graduation .

H e has dem
onstrated the greatest artificial arc on record

use then ? And how many volts will these

himself, agrees that he did — and does.

— fifty-five feet in length.

arresters bear?”

T hat makes it unanimous.

experiments a single generating plant,

“ Big league lab work” was his aim as
he turned to Westinghouse after graduation
in 1917*

But not until his return from

overseas service two years later could he
settle down to the lab.

N ow — at thirty-

three— he’ 8 in charge o f experiments at
-our Engineering, High Power, and High
Voltage Laboratories, with a staff o f twentyfive to direct.
He can unleash artificial lightning o f
5,000,•000 horsepower in 5/1000 o f a

T o further his

T h ey come to Miner for the answer.

capable o f producing on short circuit a

H e gets it from the laboratories. H e pro

million horsepower, has been erected.

duces under a roof the same conditions

There is a practical reason for these
super-tests— for this equipment in advance
o f what the world uses now in its daily
work.

T his, for instance, is frequently

which nature, or time, may be holding in
store for Westinghouse equipment.
T h ey are “ experi-

the attitude o f a Central Station customer:

jmenting in the tomorrow” — the step be
tween research and application.

needs today— takes every test to which

are finding growth, reward,

But what o f 1950?

W ill this insulation stand the load we will

T hey

congenial

work, while following a bent for trying
things out.

W estinghouse
'vH

• On account of the faculty meeting. |
| Colloquium will be postponed until j
Tuesday, February 2.
Members of women’s debate squad
will meet in room 116 of the library
at 4 o’clock this afternoon.
Wesleyn club will bold a meeting |
Thursday evening, January 28, at the
home of Mr. E. R. Sanford on Eddy
avenue. All Methodist students are
urged to be present.
Maynard Torrence. Pres.

Such is the pioneering o f Westinghouse
Laboratory Engineers.

“ O f course your apparatus meets our
^we can put it now.

There will be a meeting of the
YWCA cabinet Thursday, January 28,
at 5 o’clock in the YWCA rest room
in Main hall. Important!
Catherine Reynolds, Pres.

THE RAINBOW
FalstaffCafe
(Private Booths)
Regular Dinner Every Day
Special on Steaks
Chicken Dinner Sundays
121 WEST MAIN

RENT CARS
Get very hard usage. We quickly
found that alcohol would not do
for anti-freeze. We use, sell and
recommend Honey.
DRIVURSELF CAR CO.
Phone 95
104 W. Spruce

The P O W D E R P U F F
Beauty Shoppe
Mrs. Harmon

Elizabeth Flood will speak op j
“Basic Consepts and Doctrinal In ter
pretation of Mathamatical Phylosophy” at the next regular meeting of
til*? Math club, February 3.
The Newman club dance, originally
set for this quarter, will not be given
until some time during A pril..
BEULAH GAGNON, Pres.
There will be an “M” club meeting I
Wednesday at 4 o'clock in the men’s
gymnasium.
CAMMIE MEAGHER, Pres.

Barber and Beauty Parlor
Service That Gratifies

Phone 241 J

136 Higgins

BOURDEAU
Mercantile Co.
“ Phone for Food”

Groc. 610-611 Meat 423

Mrs. Dean

ROOM 210, HAMMOND BLOCK
Phone 676 J

W h y Is It
That More Students Are Eating
at the

First National Bank

Hi School Candy Shop?

OF MISSOULA
Montana’s Oldest National Bank

ESTABLISHED 1873

Finest Homo Prepared Things to
Eat

The Coffee Parlor Cafe
Soda Fountain in Connection
Open from 7 a. m. until 11:30 p. m.

c Interest and National Bank

Protection for Your Savings

Dr. A . G. Whaley
Eyes Examined

VALENTINES

Glasses Fitted

Treatm ents Given for Muscular
Trouble
305 Smead-Simons Bldg.
Phone 181
,

McKay A rt Co.

SENIORS
The following seniors have pictures
a t the Sentinel office: Kenneth Mur
ray, Phyllis Pierson and J. II.' Davies.
“Thermodynamics and Entropy”
will be the subject of a talk by Pro
fessor Schallenbcrger, head of the
physics department, at a meeting of
Pi Mu Epsilon, honorary mathamatical society, Wednesday evening in
room 202 Main hall.

“ Forget-Me-Not Shoppe”
BERNICE K. WEINKE
Humble Apts.
Cor. 6th-Hlggins

Smith’s Drug Store

LOST—Shaefer gold fountain pen
with Stan Allen engraved on it. Good
reward offered. Finder call 870.
All chairmen for the Co-ed Formal
committee will meet a t the AWS
office in the campus store, Thursday,
January 28, a t 4 o’clock.'

Instruction Given in Polychrome
and Plastic Art
LINGERIE
ART GOODS and NOVELTIES

Skating Is Good

Don't Get in Bad
List your future engage
ments in a pocket diary.
15c and up

Have Your Skates Sharpened at
WALT’S REPAIR SHOP
112 W. Main St.
Phone 950 R

Yellow Cab Co.
PHONE 1100

The Office Supply Co.

Cars For Rent Without
Drivers

Florence Hotel

Hot Dogs, Hamburger and
Beer

Barber Shop
and
BEAUTY PARLOR
(Ladies’ Haircutting)
For Appointment Phone 331

at the

MISSOULA CLUB

THE

fr o s H

Victorious in their lust IS starts
the Grizzly Cubs will play two games
this week and unless something very,
unexpected happens the win column
should be -boosted to an even 20. , To
night at 7:30 the Cubs play a return
game with Missoula high in the Uni
versity gym, and Friday night, as a
preliminary to the Montana-W.S*C.
struggle, the Cubs face the alumni
team of Loyola high.
While the Cub victory over, the
Bobkittens last week was due more
to the poor playing of the State Col
lege freshmen than to the accurate
passing and shooting of Montana’s
yearling team, the Cubs played a bet
ter brand of ball against Missoula high
the following night, winning 28-17.
Coach Harry Adams is rapidly whip
ping the yearling outfit into a smooth
running machine which gives promise
of developing into a highly successful
team.
Stocking seems to have cinched the
center berth and Clack and Sullivan
are leading candidates for the forward positions. Davis and Wendt are
battling for back giard while Lewis
lias the edge on the other defensive
position. There has been no let-up
in the strenuous practices which are
held daily, Adams continually pushing
his men, making the practice hour
take on the appearance of a real
game, so intense is the play.
The game tonight will start
at 7:30 and the players will trot
on the floor promptly at 6:50
Friday evening. Both games will
be played in the University gymnasiupi.
Four point leads mean little to the
yearlings who trailed that count at
the start of the struggle which ended
28-17 in favor of the Cubs, when
Montana played Missoula high at the
high school gymnasium last Friday
evening. Two field goals by Sullivan,
one by Lewis and a free throw by
Davis placed the frosh J n the lead,
which they held during the remainder
of the game.
The Cobs hit a fast pace in the sec
ond quarter, being held on evaxi terms
in the third and 'fourth periods! Stock
ing scored the most points for the
yearlings while Sullivan was second
high counter with four field goals
chalked after his name. Clack tallied
five points and Lewis three. The Cub
scoring machine combined with the
fleetness of the forwards and the
strength of the guards proved too
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Meet missoula hi in u oym tonight !

PAST P E R F O lA lS GIVE
Won From Missoula Satur
day; Play Return Tilt
Tonight in Gym

MONTANA

much for the scholastics who played
a nervy but losing game.
W alter Wendt of Missoula high
scored the first basket on the initial
tipoff, tossing a long side shot cleanly
through the hoop. His score was fol
lowed by Dvorak who tallied a short
setup 'made possible by a Cub slip
up. Sullivan then connected with a
basket and Davis boosted Montana's
column to three when lie converted
a foul. The next two plays, field
goals by Lewis and Clack, placed the
Cubs in the lead, an advantage they
never lost.
In the second half the Cubs in
creased their lead to 10 points on Sul
livan’s beautiful shot, two nifty bas
kets by Stocking and a foul conver
sion. Wendt scored for Missoula and
Dvorak shot a free throw. Clack
then snapped in an easy basket and
Stocking followed a moment later
with another counter. Wendt con
verted three fouls and Clack one, end
ing the scoring for the quarter.
Stocking scored twice for Montana
while Iiugoes flipped a long heave for
the Purple and Gold’s lone score during the third quarter. Olson started
the high school on a last-quarter rally
with a free throw, Dvorak following
with a closeup basket. The next three
goals were scofied from mid-floor,
Clack, Sullivan and Wendt shooting
accurate marathon tries.
The lineup and summary:
Cubs (28)
FG FT PF Pts
2
1
0
5
Clack, I f ..........
Sullivan, r f ...... .... 4
0
1
S
0
Ross, c ............ .... 0
0
0
.1
1 11
Stocking, c .... - .... 5
Lewis, l g ......... .... i
1
3
3
Davis, rg ....... .... 0
1
1
1
Missoula (17)
FG FT PF Pts
Hugoes, If __ .... 1
0
0
2
W. Wendt, r f ..
0
9
1
Dvorak, c ........
2
4
5
0
Knapp, l g ....... .... 0
1
0
1
Olson, rg ........ .... 0
2
1
Subst iu te s — Huber for Clack,
Smith for Sullivan, Shulls for Lewis,
L. Wendt for Davis, Lemieux for
Hugoes, Scott for Dvorak. Free
throws missed—-Clack, 1; Stocking, 1;
Lewis, 2; L. Wendt, 1; W. Wendt, 1;
Dvorak, 1. Referee—Badgiey (Mon
tana). Timer—Turner (Yale).
GRADS TO HONOR FRAT

ROTC RIFLERY CLASSES
BEGIN ACTUAL SHOOTING

CO-EDS TO MAKE PLANS
FOR PAN-HELLENIC HOP

Having completed the preliminary
exercises in rifle marksmanship, the
ROTC classes started actual rifle
shooting yesterday, using 22-caliber
gallery rifles. Sergeant Kirkwood,
who has been giving the men all the
fundamentals of accurate rifle marks
manship since the quarter started,
says that practice in the principles
which he has been teaching will con
tinue throughout the next three weeks.
This will complete the course in
marksmanship which the ROTC is
giving during the winter quarter.

Plans for the Pah-Hellenic formal
dance will be made a t the next meet
ing of the Pan-Hellenic council, ac
cording to Imogcne Newton, presi
dent. The meeting will be held a
week from next Thursday, and at
that time the date, place and other
details for the dance will be decided
upon. At present it is the plan to
make the Pan-Hellenic the first dance
of the spring quarter, which will make
it appear on the calendar for the
second week in April.

D. G. DOINGS
Enter the Governor as a
New Daniel
Unless Daniel was married to a
Sunday morning blonde with a Friday
13 temper, there seems to be but
little reason to believe that he entered
the lion’s den without a t least cross
ing his fingers and throwing back
Ins lapel so th at his Order of the
Lions’ pin could be easily noticed.
Even history doesn't venture to sug
gest that the ordeal was totally en
joyable despite the fact th at it was
fish day in the animal'kingdom.
Nevertheless, the lights blazed
cheerfully on the Delta Gamma
mantel in the face of the chifftng re
marks that swept along the bare ex
panse of the fasting board.
Alone, without surcease of the frail
sex, sat the governor of a common
wealth. On the right, on the left,
abaft and afore, twenty-seven co-eds
were retailing twenty-seven juicy bits
of scandal. Once in a while some kind
hearted member would strive to pierce
the din with a remark on the general
state of the weather—but in vain.
At last, as even life sentences have
a habit of doing in Texas and Wyo
ming, his imprisonment ended.
For thirty minutes he attempted to
say goodby a t the door and once—he
nearly succeeded.
Aimlessly, he reeled down the street
until he fell into the arms of the
Senior Bench. “Good old ham,” be
eulogized, “Thank God, you don’t
talk.”
“Please get off our laps,” snarled
a voice in the dark.
Oblivion.

Spokane Quintet Penetrates Mon
tana’s Defense in Last
Game of Trip

SPORTY-VENTS
Last night’s defeat was the third conference loss on the home floor for
the Grizzlies in two years. Well, anyway, they've met the cleverest team
that will invade Missoula this season, and malbe the tally will read differently
in the remaining home battles.
Commenting on the disastrous western trip, Coach Stewart says, “We’ll
never be able to compete, at least in early season, if we don’t get a squad
that is not kept out for football. We also need a more extended barnstroming tour.” lie added that the shooting was extremely poor throughout the
six games. •

Montana fell before tlio flashy
teamwork of the Gonzoga quintet, 45
to 33, in the final game of their tour
Thus far Montana’s guarding has been more or less streaky, but at
Friday night. The Bulldog machine
that it was better on the trip than had been expected.
was working at top speed and Mon
tana, plainly showing the effects of
This from the Oregon Emerald: ‘“ Twenty-five per cent below par!'
a hard series of games, did not func
That was the estimate of the Oregon basketball team given out by Coach
tion in unison. However, several
Billy Reinhart after the hollow victory in the Montnaa game. The squad
bits of individual work stood out dur
is far behind the team last year a t this time in coordinating and team work.”
Boy! Page Father Time
ing the tussle.
We don't think Coach Reinhart has much need for worry.
Quick
Ingram Stars
Mel Ingram and Herb Rotchford
Oregon looks like the strongest team in the northern division of the
did the best work for the Gonzagn
Softly the two barges approached conference. She downed the Washington Huskies 34-20 on their home floor.
team. Ingram counted 7 field goals each other on the Nile’s calm bosom. Grizzly reports say that Washington looks even better than last year, al
and 8 free tosses while Rotchford Cleopatra, clad in the revealing robes though Hale, a guard, is the only Tegular left from 1925.
caged 6 field counters. Captain Ill- of an Aphrodite, sat quietly on n
man led the scoring for Montana with raised dais. In the prow of the other
Washington State's Cougars play the Grizzlies here this coming Friday
5 baskets from the floor and 6 from craft stood Anthony, feasting his eyes night. February 9 Montana goes to Bozeman for the first Bobcat-Grizzly
the gift line. Kelly was second with on the splendors of the Ptolemy encounter, and February 19 Montana State comes here.
a total of 5 points.
I empires.
The lineup and summary:
“Holy smoke, Glco, you're sure
Of the fire conference teams that Montana met on the road only one
Gonzaga
Montana looking good today,” he announced as had a football man on it. Nelson of Idaho is the only pigskinner playing
Rotchford... ........................ .......Coyle he recklessly jumped the last six regularly on any of the five quintets. Montana has three—Illman, Kelly and
Right forward
inches of water.
Sweet.
Ingram .... ___ ....... .......... ....... Baney
“Ah, quit your kidding,” cooed the
Left forward
Egyptian queen as she rolled her
The Sig Alpha lost the first three gamqs of their bowling season to the
.Dussault .....
Illman orbs.
Phi Sig;s Sunday. The iscoring sheet looked like this:
Center
Phi Sigma Kappa
Sigma Alpha
Flaherty
Sweet
Some centuries had passed when I Fritschi ................. 147
159
.. 124
188
151
Right guard
King Louie the 15th stole his first Reed ...................... 153
176
151
128
170
Perey ................. .. <44
Fitzgerald
Sterling . glance at the future Comtesse Du Shults ................... 199
156
170
159
Jones ................. .. 157
157
Left guard
Barry.
Severy ............
.
....... 149
131
III
Berggren .... ...... .. 181
171
Substitutions—Montana: Kelly for
“By gosh, you’re- the cat’s knick- Higham• ................ Ill
149
106
Barry ................. .. 176
128
Sterling, Sterling for Sweet, Carney | ers,” swore the mighty ruler of
for Baney, Kain for Coyle, Overturf I France.
759
759
675
782 820
for Carney, Berg for Kain. Gon
“Ah, quit your kidding,” lisped the |
zaga: Albers for Fitzgerald, Header ex-milliner as she rolled back her
for Dussault, Reardon for Albers.
sleeves from satiny arms.
. Scoring—Montana:
Field goals,
Illman, 5; Kelly, 2; Coyle, 1; Sweet,
Calm in the assurance of his four
1; Overturf, 1; Berg, 1.
Free years of college experience and a j
throws: Illman, 6; Sterling, 2; Kel freshly laundered collar, the senior
“ ITE HURRY”
ly, 1; Coyle, 1; Overturf, 1.
swung up the sorority steps for his
Gonzaga: Field goals, Ingram, 7; date with the keen co-ed.
Phone 38
Florence Hotel Lobby
Rotchford, 6; Meader, 2; Dussault,
“Wow, Santa bring me a pair of
1. Free throws: Ingram, 8; Dus* blinders,” he begged a s # the vision
sault, 2; Fitzgerald, 2; Albers, 1.
fell down the last two stairs.
Referee, Hunter; umpire, Zimmer
“Ah, quit your kidding,” giggled
man; Timer, Papst.
the pledge as she rolled her sox.
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Hopkins T ransfer Co.

WEBFOOTERS’ ATTACK

Is it any wonder that our appro
priations are cut?

Bo

do the

Excel

do

E lectric Cooker

GO-ED TOURNAMENT
TO BEGIN MONDAY

Basketball teams, representing the
various women’s organizations, are
Elsie $rown and Stella Skulason TEAMS REPORT FOR
(Continued from Page 1)
practicing twice a week In prepara
will be hostesses to Delta Psi Kappa,
INTRA-MURAL SERIES
tion for the tournament which begins
women’s national honorary physical
r. Carney and Kelly missed gift next Monday, February 1. The games
education fraternity, Wednesday eve
its, and the period ended. Oregon,
There is an evident lack of interest
will
be played on the elimination plan,
ning a t the. Alpha Xi Delta house at iu the intra-mural basketball series, I 21; Montana, 7.
the various teams to draw for oppon
500 Eddy Avenue. There will be a according to reports from Harry
Grizzlies Start Half
ents and dates.
business meeting before the party.
Adams, director of intra-mural ath
Montana again scored the first bas
Senior women practiced last Satur
letics. He requests that: the schools ket to open the half, but that was
Mary Elizabeth Sedman was a interested begin organization at once not the beginning of anything that day for the class tournament, which
will be held as soon as the interluncheon guest at North hall Monday. as the first games are to be played | looked like a spurt. Okerberg and j
organization games are played. All
next week. The School of Journal Jost started the Webfooters off, but class teams will be made up of girls
ism and the School of Pharmacy have | the Grizzly defense seemed tighter who have played together in previous
teams organized and are practicing and their scoring was checked for jb e tournaments, with the exception of
time being. Kain Took 111man’s place! the frosh team. The freshmen always
regularly.
A pennant is to be giien the winner I and Chief relieved Kelly at forward. have a number of high school stars
of the tournament. The Journalism Kain signified his entrance with a ' to pick from as an offset to this
$*1 . 0 0
$ 1 .0 0
quintet won the trophy last year, neat long heave. Gunther, Okerberg handicap.
copping every game in which it played, and Westergren tallied as Coyle |
and running up a record score in one | counted from in fro n t
Mrs. J. V. Matthews of Helena
of the earlier tilts of the series. j Conch Reinhart rushed several subs arrived last evening and will be at
‘Collegiate* Stationery
in, and the tussle waned for n time. North hall. be guest of her daughter
can now be furnished in two size* and printed
in your College or Fraternity color.
Near the end Gunther registered a Winifred; fo the week.
Students Enjoy Slide
setup. Illman got his second basket
LARGE SIZE
NOTE SIZE
of
the game, and Overturf counted
100 Sheets 7&x10%
200 Sheets 6x7
Sunday afternoon a toboggan party
Pauline Neraal, a freshman living!
50 Envelopes 3%x7)4 100 Envelopes 3^x6
at North 1all; is confined to the j
{went out beyond the Country club just in time.
Sheets afe printed In top center with name and
The
! and enjoyed several speedy slides
Infirmary with a light attack of the
...... * and summary follows:
— lineup
and address in 3 line* with or ‘without college
Pts
FG FT p
eeal or fraternity crest in upper left corner. En«
mumps.
I down the mountain-side. Those who Oregon
, velopes are printed on flope with name and ad
2
2
0
were present were Mary Joe Dixon, Hobson, If ......... . 1
dress. Paper u high grade 24-lb. Bond. If seal
0 12
. 0
0
Gunther, rf
only on large sheets, position is top center
I
Ann
Stephenson,
Barbara
Sanders,
for small sheets upper left corner. Send $ I.OG
1 15
1
Dorotha Garvin, Betty Peterson, Okerberg, c ..... - .. 7
bill and 14c in stamps, or money order for $1.14,
3
1
0
or personal check for $1.24. Printing in black,
Margie Walker, Thora Lee Smith, ' Tost, lg .............. .. i
blue, red, purple, green or brown ink. Specify
0
0
2
i
Westergren,
r
g
...
1
Robert Nofsinger, Barkes Adams,
color of ink and size wanted.
1
0
1
■Kitninki. sdb g ... 0
I
Fred
Peterson,
Lewis
Nichols,
Charley
Collegiate Stationery Co.
0
0
0
0
;
Murray,
sub
f
...
Spencer, Jimmy Powell and Francis
304 8. Dearborn St., Chicago, HL
0
0
0
Erl wards, sub c . .. 0
I Peterson,
0
0
0
Flynn, sub c ...... .. 0
Montana
FG FT p Pts
1
0
0
Coyle. I f ..........0
2
0
Overturf, r f ...... .. 1
1
2
5
..
2
Illman, c .... ........
1
0
0
Bnocv, lg .......... .. 0
0
0
0
..
0
SweetT rg ..........
0
0
0
Carney, sub f ... .. 0
0
0
0
Berg, sub f ...... .. o
0
0
Kelly, null f ..... .. 1
1
2
0
Kain. sub c ...... .. 1
0
0
0
i Sterling, sub g ... 0

M
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Bakes
Boils
Stews
Roasts
From Any Lamp
Socket

V a n
E x c tf Coo-

1

Excel Cookers, $8.50

Missoula Public Service Co.

ASK YOUR SCRAP BOOK

MONTANA NEEDS
YOUR SUPPORT

Pep up the spirit and give all you can from the sidelines. It is all bunk
that half the game is won from the bleachers—moral support never
hurt any team, but lack of moral support has lost many close games.
Just as you can do your bit towards helping the team win a victory you
oan help The Kaimm by reading Karniin ads and indexing the names of
those who advertise in your publication for reference in time of need.
Fight for Montana!

ARE YOU DOING
YOUR SHARE?

It Knows!

W. E. SCHREIBE* SPEAKS
TO VARSITY PROFESSORS
AT QUARTERLY MEETING

As years go by, your University scrap book will be one of your most
prized possessions. And even now, before it is completed, it contains
a very interesting story of printing-craftsmanship.

Dr. W. E. Schreiber, head of the
Physical Education department. dV
cussing “The Ad'niniHt’Ation of In
tercollegiate Athletics,” was the prin-1
cipal speaker at a mecfin" of the i
American Association of College Pro* j
feasors held at the YWCA Saturday
night.
Carl Glick. N. B. Bede. Edward
Bennett. Captain Caulkins. Lieuten
ant LaCroix, Eugene Finch, Robert
I Ion smaii, Albert Hoc Isober, Clifford
Riedell, and Harold Koele, all new
members of the University faculty,
were guests of the evening.
This was the first meeting of the
organization held this quarter.

Turn through its pages. Examine, with a critical eye, its printed
mementoes of your University career. You will find that most of the
finest examples of the printer’s art were produced in the workshop of

The Templars announce the initia
tion of Dean C. E. Moliett and Pro
fessor B. E. Thomas: the pledging
of Lewis Matthews. Augusta. Leon
ard Foster and Walter Pritchett,
Missoula.

432 North Higgins Avenne
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